ENSURE PEAK PERFORMANCE AND
MAXIMUM RETURN ON INVESTMENT
OVER THE LIFE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT

GIVING YOU THE
WHOLE PICTURE

The leading automated surface inspection partner for
fast and accurate web inspection and monitoring.

surfacevision.info@ametek.com

PERFORMANCE SERVICES

SECURE THE FUTURE OF
YOUR INSPECTION SYSTEM
AMETEK Surface Vision enhances its world-leading surface
inspection and monitoring products with expert support
services that ensure optimum levels of operation over the
lifetime of your system.

We know that industry relies on our automated inspection
systems, and often can’t afford to operate without them.
That’s why we offer around-the-clock global emergency
support, to help you avoid expensive downtime.

This best-in-class, 24/7 global support is provided
through AMECare Performance Services, an unparalleled
selection of after-sales services designed to deliver
maximum system availability and the best possible return
on investment.

Our expertise can be delivered remotely, through secure
access to your system, and on-site when required. It’s
backed up by training courses that help you to maximize
the benefits of your system, and rapid spares support to
keep you operational.

From initial installation and set-up and throughout the
continued life of the system, AMECare Performance
Services provide support for the uptime of your process,
where and when you need it.

AMECare Performance Services’ dedicated service center
teams and on-site engineers are trained to deliver the
highest standard of commissioning, maintenance and
after-sales support, ensuring you get the best performance
and value from your AMETEK Surface Vision system – now,
and in the years to come.

INSTALLATION AND
CONFIGURATION
AMECare Performance Services provide support for the
installation, alignment, calibration and configuration of
your AMETEK Surface Vision inspection system.
Typically delivered as part of a complete system package,
this service is tailored to fit individual customer
requirements, with unique inspection recipes created for the
selected products, and specially configured communications
to work seamlessly with existing plant systems.
The result is a customized, integrated inspection system
that provides all the required information on product
quality and process performance.
Our service also includes training for system users and
maintenance personnel, conducted on-site or remotely.

GET A LIFETIME OF SUPPORT FOR YOUR SYSTEM: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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SUPPORT CONTRACTS
AMECare Performance Services’ Support Contracts will
ensure you get the level of on-site and remote coverage
you need, maximizing uptime in the event of any
system problems.
Our regional technical support centers deliver expertise
whenever it’s needed, through telephone, email and
dedicated secure remote access.
Support Contracts make sure the desired level of support
– including our Global 24/7 system – is available to you at
all times, and delivered in a fast, cost-effective way.
It can also provide for on-site days from our team for
maintenance and problem prevention, as well as
software updates. Stand-alone software update contracts
are also offered.
Contact your Sales Account Manager for a Support
Contract quote tailored to your system’s needs.

FIND OUT MORE AT: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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PERFORMANCE SERVICES

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Identifying developing problems early allows a solution
to be found before it causes significant and costly
downtime for your process.

This means action can be taken before serious problems
arise, with significant benefits including:
Reduced system downtime

Our preventative maintenance service monitors and
maintains your systems remotely during normal operation.
The service is designed to assist with system
maintenance, ensuring that performance remains at an
optimum level, and proactively warning users when it
falls below that level.
A systems specialist will regularly check your systems,
then send you a report highlighting any maintenance
issues, potential problems, and recommended solutions.

Fewer part failures
Less maintenance time
Consistent inspection performance
In addition, the latest software settings are backed up for
fast recovery in case of a PC failure.
AMECare Performance Services’ Preventative Maintenance
is offered at fixed intervals of one month or three months,
and requires no downtime of the inspection systems or
production line. It uses a secure Bomgar network connection
that safeguards company data and is easy to set up.

LEARN MORE AT: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT
The AMECare Performance Services Technical Support
service provides our customers with easy access to
product knowledge, troubleshooting assistance, and
application consultations.
Secure remote access allows an AMETEK Surface Vision
expert to deliver system support directly to you without
the expense and delay of on-site service, ensuring that
your systems always perform at their optimum levels.
This may include our next-generation visual collaboration
service, which provides real-time remote support to
customers using remote visual assistance software.
Technical Support is available during initial system
installation and commissioning, in conjunction with

the field engineering staff involved. Afterward, you can
contact Technical Support via phone or email to receive
timely and efficient help.
Customers are also offered the option to purchase standard
business hours support, or our Global 24/7 service – which
uses state-of-the-art remote access, virtual collaboration,
and telecommunications tools to dynamically resource
technical support from a pool of experts located across the
globe – for round-the-clock assistance.
If you don’t already have a Support Contract, you can
contact the Support Line during standard office hours
for assistance. You’ll be directed to your Sales Account
Manager to organize a Support Contract agreement.

AMECare Performance Services Technical Support Standard Office Hours and Contact Information:
GLOBAL
Phone: +1 510 431 6767
Toll Free: +877 926 4639
Fax: +1 510 431 6730

JAPAN
Phone: +81 3 4400 2351
Email: SurfaceVision.SV-Support-Japan@Ametek.com
Office Hours: 9:00am-5:30pm (JST) Japan Standard Time

NORTH, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
Phone: +1 877 926 4639
Email: SurfaceVision.SV-Support-Americas@Ametek.com
Office Hours: 6:00am-4:00pm (PT) Pacific Time

ASIA
Phone: +86-21-5868 5111 – 172
Email: SurfaceVision.SV-Support-Asia@Ametek.com
Office Hours: 9:00am-5:00pm (CST) China Standard Time

EUROPE, AFRICA, AND MIDDLE EAST
Phone: +49 721 627267-0
Email: SurfaceVision.SV-Support-International@Ametek.com
Office Hours: 8:00am-5:00pm (CET) Central European Time
FULL CONTACT DETAILS AT: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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PERFORMANCE SERVICES

SPARES
The spare parts needed to keep your surface inspection
system running at full efficiency can be ordered quickly
and easily using a simple online contact form.
AMETEK Surface Vision holds extensive supplies in stock,
ready for the quick, global delivery of spare parts for
replacement, repair, system maintenance, and upgrades.
When your new system is installed, we’ll recommend
the initial spare parts you should need, including the
minimum that’s necessary to overcome any unexpected
hardware failures.
We continue to deliver hardware support for your system
over the years, stocking not only direct replacement
spares, but also field-replaceable upgraded parts when
these become available.
Modular design is key to our systems – our upgrades
are backward-compatible, so they can be integrated
into existing AMETEK Surface Vision systems with the
minimum of effort.

REQUEST THE SPARE PARTS YOU NEED, USE THE CONTACT FORM AT: ameteksurfacevision.com/services

UPGRADES
As technology moves forward, we continue to develop
new features and upgraded software, with the goal of
making these available to customers as easily as possible.
Advances in computing capacity, camera speed and
resolution, and LED lighting all contribute to the
enhanced performance of your system.
By enabling our customers to incorporate upgrades in a
phased approach, we ensure you can improve your system
in the way that best suits your timeframe and budget.

GET THE UPGRADES YOU NEED: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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TRAINING
AMECare Performance Services provides hands-on
learning that ensures you discover all the benefits and
features of your system.

Our expert training personnel will answer any questions
you may have, providing a deeper understanding of our
products, systems, and applications.

Delivered through in-house or online workshops, our
training packages will build technical proficiency, increase
operations productivity, and maximize system uptime.

Courses can be held remotely, as online training, or in-house
at our facilities in the United States, Germany, China and
Japan. Some sessions are designated to focus on a specific
industry, allowing for optimized discussion and emphasis.

These in-depth training courses will teach you how to set
up the system, inspect live production, report on defects
or process conditions, and maintain system health.
Covering the core aspects of AMETEK Surface Vision systems,
each course is designed with you and your staff in mind.

Training schedules, course brochures, and booking
information can be found on our website. Spaces are limited,
so advance registration is essential to reserve your place.

REVIEWS FROM OUR TRAINING PARTICIPANTS

...going through the
detailed labs gave me a
level of familiarity with
the Smartview systems
that made it easier to
learn and understand
these systems.

...it was an excellent
week of training, and
would like to thank you
for being so informative
and helpful.

...the best aspect
of the training was
how hands-on and
practical the lessons
and labs were.

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW AT: ameteksurfacevision.com/services
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ABOUT AMETEK SURFACE VISION
AMETEK Surface Vision is a world leader in automated online
surface/web inspection and monitoring solutions. Our broad
product range is optimized for the monitoring and inspection of
webs and surfaces, and for process surveillance applications.
The SmartView and SmartAdvisor product lines deliver robust,
flexible solutions to continuous production processes across a variety
of industries, with more than 2,500 installations worldwide.
Our systems have become vital to increasing efficiency, streamlining
operations, improving product quality, reducing waste and lowering costs
in industrial processes. Manufacturers in the metals, paper, plastics and
nonwoven industries rely on our solutions to detect surface flaws or defects, and
optimize process efficiency, at their production facilities across the globe.
We continue to innovate, providing cutting-edge technologies and world-class
technical support that delivers highly accurate defect data, high-definition video,
intelligent grading, archiving and detailed reporting. Customers who use AMETEK
Surface Vision’s services get the benefits of:

Reduced operational costs
Reduced material waste
Process optimization
Improved product quality
Maximized yield
More thorough and objective grading of material
Detection, classification and visualization of defects
Minimized need for manual inspections
Inspection reports you need, in a form you can use
Based in Hayward, California, AMETEK Surface Vision has offices and sales representatives around the world.
We are part of the Process and Analytical Instruments Division of AMETEK, Inc., a leading global manufacturer
of electronic instruments and electromechanical devices.

SURFACE VISION WORLDWIDE
USA: +1 510 431 6767

EUROPE: +49 721 627267-0

ASIA: +6620127500

JAPAN: +81 3 4400 2350

CHINA: +86 215868 5111 172
INDIA, KOREA, TAIWAN:
+82 31 888 5225
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Improve your quality, reliability, and speeds:
ameteksurfacevision.com or contact us at:
surfacevision.info@ametek.com

